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APARTMENT HOUSES CONCEPT (A1&A2)

URBAN AND BLOCK CONCEPT

The buildings for housing is based on a strict structurally system
with load bearing walls in a fixed measurment of approx four
meters through the whole building. There are three types of
apartments in a range of 1-3 partitions. Even though its based
on a strict system the flexibility of apartment disposition is
endlessly.

The new proposed block strengthens the urban rooms of
Gibraltagatan and the new square to the north by raising
collected facades of urban characted towards these directions.
The block also offers an inviting gesture by establishing an
urban alley going through the block courtyard which loosening
the border between private and public outdoor space. The alley
also allows more sunlight from the south to reach the inside of
the block during mid day.
The new square is covered in stone and the pavement reaches
over to the other side of Gibraltagatan. This gesture is meant to
ease the crossing of Gibraltagatan for pedestrians and cyclists
and therefor the mental distances between Johanneberg and
Chalmers area. Car- and cycle pool services have prime position
located and promoted on the new Square.
The height difference of the plot is solved by three different
heights in the inside spaces of the block, all which are meeting
the sloping street of Gibraltagatan. All entrances are two-sided
and have interior ramps to be able to reach out to the courtyard.
Along the urban alley a combined stair, seating and ramp
handles the height differences.

Access through external gallery enables one stairwell to
serve up to seven apartments per level which leads to very
good stairwell economy and a high grade of quality area. The
apartments have a storage space on the external gallery close
to the apartments which could be used in a flexible way for
storage, working or even sleeping.

1.

Transform Gibraltagatan into a street with more
urban pulse. This by dividing it into several
zones defined by trees and clear functions
which will give the street a more embracing and
intimate character.

2.

Collected and active facades towards
Gibraltagatan and the new square supports
the urban spaces and creates a strong
connection to them.

3.

An urban valley through the block loosen the
border between private and public outdoor
space. The alley also improves the daylight
conditions since it allows sun from south to
reach into the courtyard.

Reinterpreting storage as an additional
1. daylit
space separated from, but close to the

the new flexible spaces on the external
2.Placing
gallery in a way that let daylight into the

3.

Three plateaus of different height within
the apartments gives an interesting spatial
experience and in many cases work as room
dividers.

3.

The arrangement of three windows within
one pillar interval allows for a wide range
of different use in both open and closed
configurations.

communication but also creates both shared
and private outdoor spaces.

apartments for a wide range of use.

the generous sliding doors placed there.

The office building is just as the housing is based on a very strict
structural system. Unlike the housing buildings its based on a
pillar and beam structure which enables a great flexibility since
there are no load bearing walls.
It is divided in three type of zones in longitudinal direction,
the dark functions in the central part of the building and
the light functions towards the facade on either side. Two
communcation strings is spliting up the transition between the
dark and light zones.

of the office building.

GIBRALTARGATAN CONCEPT
Another main urban strategy is reducing the impression of
Gibraltagatan as a wide street and instead transform it into a
street with more urban and embracing character. This will be
done by dividing the street space into several zones with clear
functions.

more sunlit eastern side.

External gallery side

OFFICE HOUSE CONCEPT (O)

Cars are able to drive one-way through the urban alley,
courtyard and the new square and a new parking garage for
both cars and bikes is established with piste on the western side

By removing canted parking along the western side of
Gibraltagatan a lot of space will be available. The space is used
to establish a street with parking curbs and single bike lanes
in both directions. A buffer zone dividing cars from cyclists
and pedestrian will be u sed for trees and bike parking. A more
generous pedestrian zone gives room to outdoor seating on the

The interiors are divided by three plateaus of different height
which in many open contexts works as room-dividers. The
height differences creates a very interesting spatiallity as it
gradually increase the room height towards the balconies and

Balcony side

The facade is very strict and the arrangement with three
windows within one pillar intervall allows for a wide range of
different usages. Either three smaller rooms, one small and one
medium sized, or one larger. A more open configuration is also
possible of course.

Built on a pillar-beam structural system to
1. enable
maximum flexibility and enable free
wall placement within the building. The
measurments is adjusted to enable good
parking efficiency in the garage.

STREET SECTION GIBRALTAGATAN 1:100

2.

The building is divided in three zones
in longitudinal direction, two for light
functions along the facades and a dark core
in the centrum. The zones are split up by
communication zones.

B

APARTMENT 1 - 35 + 5 m², 1:100

1

APARTMENT 2 - 73 + 8,5 m², 1:100
1

EXCISION OFFICE PLAN 1:100
1

3

GROSS TOTAL AREA
APARTMENT HOUSES (A)
1

1

Ground floor - 				

428 m²

Type floor - 					

330 m²

Penthouse floor - 				

187 m²

TOTAL (A1 & A2) - 			
1

A

2

OFFICE HOUSE (O)

+60,8

+57,5

36

895 m²

A2

Type floor - 					

895 m²

Type 1 -						

6

Penthouse floor - 				

365 m²

Type 2 -						

6

6630 m²

Type 3 -						

6

TOTAL GROSS AREA (A1, A2 & O) TYPE PLAN 1:200

Type 1 -						

Ground floor - 				

TOTAL (O) - 			

B

+77,5

APARTMENT DISTRIBUTION
A1

A

1

+81,0

5190 m²

11820 m²

TOTAL APARTMENTS (A1, A2) - 		

54

APARTMENT 3 - 110 + 8,5 m², 1:100

+82,7

+82,0

+78,9

+78,5

+61,8

+61,6

+58,5

+58,3

+54,0
+53,0

+53,5

SECTION A-A 1:200

SECTION B-B / FACADE 1:200

FACADE EAST 1:200

FACADE SOUTH 1:200

FACADE WEST 1:200

FACADE NORTH 1:200

25 CEILING BOARD
25 SUPPORT PLATE
500 INSULATION
100 CLT
105 AIR
95 INSULATION
13 SUPPORT PLATE
HANGED CEILING

60 CONCRETE
100 CLT
105 AIR
95 INSULATION
13 SUPPORT PLATE
380 HANGED CEILING
100 CLT
145 INSULATION
45 AIR / LATH
18 WAINSCOT PINEWOOD
150 BATTEN
40 PLASTIC WALL PANEL

FACADE EXCISION EXTERNAL GALLERY SIDE

DETAIL SECTION EXTERNAL GALLERY SIDE

DETAIL SECTION BALCONY SIDE

FACADE EXCISION BALCONY SIDE 1:20

PERSPECTIVE FROM SOUTHWEST

PERSPECTIVE FROM NORTHWEST

PERSPECTIVE FROM EAST

PERSPECTIVE FROM WEST

PERSPECTIVE FROM NORTH

